Left to right:  
Front row — Mary Anne Bloodgood, Norma Chan, Laura de Groot, Cindy Borsholm, Bev Gordon, Paul Matysek, Candace Kenyon, Dani Aldrick, Ron Smyth, John Armitage, Janet Fontaine, Ginette Carter, Jackie Lawson, Barbara Mordaunt, Kim Green  
Second row — Paul Ralph, Ward Kilby, Phyllis Mallett, Neil Church, Claudia Sturko, Don MacIntyre, Danny Hora, Brian Grant, Larry Jones, Paul Wilton, Keith Glover, Bish Bhagwanani, Jahak Koo  
Third row — Garnet Dawson, Ted Faulkner, Dick Player, Gary White, Nick Massey, Mike Fournier, Alan Wilcox, Joanne Schwemler, Jeanette Gogo, Eileen Mullins, Lynn Byrnell  
Fifth row — George Addie, Geri Dickson, Andrew Legün, David Latfuba, Tatsi Kastine, Alex Matheson, John Kwong, InAnna Nelson, Kay Furlong, Pierre Chicorelli